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ABSTRACT. We give a comparatively simple proof that the complex map

(f,g): T —» X x Y will be (Borel measurable) of class a + a, whenever / and

g are of class a, for not necessarily separable metric spaces T, X and Y. The

Borel measurability of other types of maps, such as the sum of two vector-

valued maps, is easily deduced from this. A general version of this result,

applicable to abstract measurable spaces, is also proven.

Our second principal result shows that, if / : T x X —> Y is continuous in

each variable separately, where X and Y are metrizable, then / has a u-locally

finite function base of closed sets, and thus will be continuous at each point of

the complement of some first category subset of T x X.

1. Borel measurability of complex maps. In this section we are primarily

concerned with the following question: If /: T —» X and g: T —► Y are Borel

(measurable) maps, for metric spaces T, X and Y, is the "complex map" (f,g),

which takes t to the pair (f(t),g(t)), also a Borel map? When X and Y are separable

it is relatively easy to show that (/, g) will be, in fact, of class a whenever / and

g are of class a [Kl, §31, VI]. (Actually, only one of A or y need be separable for

this to hold, as is shown in Theorem 1 below.)

The Borel measurability of (/, g) is of fundamental importance since the Borel

measurability of other functions can often be easily deduced from this. For example,

if X = Y is a Banach space, then the vector sum f + g can be expressed as the

composition of (/, g) followed by the continuous map + : X x X —> X; hence f + g

will be a Borel map whenever (/, g) is. (The reader is referred to [S] for a more

detailed discussion of this.) The Borel measurability of cartesian products of maps

can similarly be analyzed in terms of certain complex maps (see, e.g., [Kl, §31,

VI]).
When X and Y are nonseparable metric spaces, the problem of whether or not

the complex map (/, g) is Borel measurable had remained open for some time, and

was first raised by Kuratowski in 1935 [K2, §8] (see also the seminal paper of D.

Montgomery [M] concerning this and related problems on Borel maps in nonsep-

arable metric spaces). Although little was known of the structure of nonseparable

metric spaces at that time, a complete answer to this problem was not given until

1983, when it was shown that (/, g) must be of class a + a whenever / and g are

of class a; and that this class could not be lowered, even in the case when a = 1,

given the existence of certain models of set theory (see [H2, §6]). The proof of this,
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however, required a number of technical preliminary results dealing with the con-

cept of a "hereditarily additive family" and a process of taking successive iterations

of "descriptive operations."

Here we will give a surprisingly simple proof of this result, using only rudimentary

properties of Borel sets in metric spaces, and which has the additional merit of

showing in a more natural way how the class a + a arises.

THEOREM 1. Let f: T —> X and g: T —► Y be Borel maps of class a (for

some countable ordinal a), for metric spaces T, X and Y. Then the complex map

(f,g): T —► X x Y is a Borel map of class a + a. If one of X or Y is separable,

then (/, g) will be of class a.

PROOF. Suppose X is separable, and thus has a countable open base {Gn : n E

u}. Given an open set W C X x Y, define

Vn = \J{V : V is open in Y and Gn x V C W}

for each n E w. Then W = \J{Gn xVn: n E o>}, and so

(f,g)-\w)= Ur'^nj"1^)

is a countable union of sets of additive class a, hence again of this class. This

proves that (/, g) is of class a. The result follows similarly for the case when Y is

separable.

For the general case, we will first prove that any complex map consisting of a

continuous map and a Borel map of class a will be a Borel map of class a. Thus,

assuming the notation of the theorem, suppose / is continuous and g is of class

a. Let {Gan- a E A„, n E oj} be an open base for X where each subcollection

corresponding to a fixed n is locally finite in X. Let W C X x Y be a given open

set and define

Van = \J{V : V is open in Y and GanxV C W}

for each aE A and n E u. Then W = \J{Gan x Van : a E An and n E w}, hence

(f,9)-1(W)=\J     \J    rHGaJng-'iVan).
n€ui a€An

Since / is continuous and the union of a locally finite collection of sets of additive

class a is again of additive class a (see [E]), it follows from the above formula that

(/, ff)_1(VF) is of additive class a. This proves that (/, g) is a Borel map of class a.

Now suppose both / and g are of class a, and let us show that the map (/, g)

is itself the composition of two complex maps each consisting of a continuous map

and a Borel map of class a. It will then follow from the above that (f,g) is a

composition of two maps of class a, and hence of class a + a [Kl, §31, III].

Let Gr(/) denote the graph of / as a subspace of T x X, let /* : Gr(/) —► X

denote the map (t,f(t)) y-> f(t), let g* : Gr(f) —♦ Y be the composition of the

continuous map (t, f(t)) •—► t followed by the map g, and let It denote the identity

map for T. Then /* is continuous, g* is of class a, and (/, g) is the composition of

T (»ItO Gr(/) (/^9*) X x Y.

That completes the proof of the theorem.    D

For Borel maps of different classes we can deduce the following theorem.
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THEOREM 2. // in the assumptions of Theorem 1 the map f is of class a and

the map g is of class ß, then (f, g) is of class min{a + ß,ß + a}.

PROOF. The proof of Theorem 1 shows that (/, g) is of class a + ß and the map

(g, f) is of class ß + a [Kl, §31, III]. Since these maps differ only by a homeomor-

phism, it follows that (/, g) is of class min {a + ß,ß + a}.    O

Other variants of Theorem 1 can also be easily deduced. For example, since the

Souslin subsets of a metric space contain the open sets, are closed to finite intersec-

tions and to unions of ©--locally finite subcollections, and since the composition of

two Souslin measurable maps is again Souslin measurable, the above proof shows

that (/, g) will be Souslin measurable whenever / and g are. The corresponding

statement for Borel measurable maps (without any reference to a class) would also

follow if we knew that every Borel map between metric spaces had a class, but

this remains an open problem in the nonseparable case (see [FrHJ]). Although the

cr-algebra of sets having the Baire property possesses the above necessary closure

properties, the composition of two maps with the Baire property may not have

the Baire property, so the proof technique of Theorem 1 fails in this case. In fact,

Kuratowski's problem of whether or not (/, g) has the Baire property whenever /

and g do [K2, §8] evidently depends on additional axioms of set theory (see the

discussion in [Fr, reference 18]). However, note that the above methods do show

that (/, g) will have the Baire property whenever / has this property and g is (say)

Souslin measurable (cf. [Kl, §32, III]).

Theorem 1 can also be used to deduce the following result on the Borel measur-

ability of complex maps with countably many components.

THEOREM 3. Let T, Xi, A2,... be nonempty metric spaces, and let X denote

the product spaces Yi^Li Xn. Suppose f: T —► X is such that each of the composi-

tions 7Tn o / is a Borel map of class a, where nn is the nth projection map on X.

Then f will be a Borel map of class wet + 1.

PROOF. By Theorem 1 and finite induction, the map /„ : T —► X whose first n

components are the same as the map / and whose fcth component, for k > n, takes

some constant value x^ E X^ (the same for each n < k) is a Borel map of class na.

Since / is clearly the pointwise limit of the functions /„, it follows that / is of class

wa + 1 [Kl, §31, VIII].    Ü

REMARK. In the usual way, one can deduce from the above that finite and

countable products of Borel maps of bounded class will again be Borel maps of

bounded class (cf. [Kl, §31, VI]).

2. Points of continuity of separately continuous maps. Suppose T is

a topological space, F is a metric space, and /: T —► Y is a class-1 map (i.e.,

inverse images of open sets are F„ sets in T). If Y is separable, then a classical

theorem (essentially due to Baire) states that the set of points of continuity of / is

a comeagre set of T (i.e., the complement of a set of first category in T) [Kl, §31,

X]. For nonseparable Y the following theorem gives a useful sufficient condition for

a map to have this property (cf. [HI, Theorem 10] where it was assumed that T

was also metrizable). By a function base for a map f:T—>Ywe mean a collection

.2" of subsets of T such that, whenever V C Y is an open set, f"1 (V) is a union of

sets from J?\
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THEOREM 4. Let f:T—>Y be a class-1 map, where T is any topological space

and Y is a metric space. If f has a a-locally finite function base J?', then f is

continuous at each point of some comeagre set ofT.

PROOF. We first show that the sets in 3? can be modified to give a a-locally

finite function base of Fa sets in T. Let W be a a-locally finite open base for Y.

Since each member of 5? can be contained in f~l{V) for at most countably many

V E W, the collection

2" = {el(L)C\f-x(y): L C f'^V), L E S? and V E T}

will be a a-locally finite family of Fa sets in T, which is easily shown to be a function

base for /. We thus assume the members of £? are Fa sets in T.

By the definition of a function base, it is clear that the set

D = (J{L\int(L) : L E £?}

contains the set of discontinuity points of /. Since each L E Sf is an Fa set in

T, L\int(L) will be of first category in T. Also, by the Banach Category Theorem

[Kl, §10, III], the union of a locally finite collection of first category sets is again

of first category in T, hence it follows that the set D is of first category in T.    D

Fleissner [F] has shown that, assuming the existence of very large cardinals

(supercompact), it is relatively consistent with the axioms of set theory for all

Borel maps between metric spaces to have a a-locally finite function base (cf. also

[FHJ]). Thus, any class-1 map that arises in a natural way ought to have a function

base of this type. (This principle is well illustrated in the proofs of the main results

of [JR.   andHJT].)

Now let T and Y be as before, let A be a second metric space, and suppose

f : XxT —> Y is a separately continuous map (i.e., /(■, t) and f(x, •) are continuous

for each fixed t and x). Extending a result due to Kuratowski in the case when T

is also metric, we will first show that / is a class-1 map (see also 3.1 below). Now

this is precisely the sort of situation where we would expect to show that / has a

a-locally finite function base. This is indeed the case as we will subsequently show

in Theorem 6 below.

THEOREM 5.   Let /: X x T —► F be a separately continuous map, where X and

Y are metric spaces.  Then f is of Borel class 1.

PROOF. Let F be a given closed set in Y, and let Gn be the open set of all

points in Y whose distance to F is less than 1/n for each n E w. We need to show

that /_1(F) is a Gs set in X x T.

For each n E w, let {Una : a E An} be a cover of X by nonempty open sets with

diameters less than 1/n, and choose points xna E Una arbitrarily for each a E An.

We will show that

rHF) = fi   U    U^^ fxL(°n)    (where fx = f(x, ■)).
new m>na€Am

Suppose (x,t) E f_1(F). Then, for each n Eu, we have f(x,t) E Gn, so by the

continuity of f(-,t) at x there exist m > n and a E Am such that x E Uma and

f(Uma x {t}) C Gn; whence (x,t) E Uma x f-¿a(Gn).
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Conversely, suppose for each n E ui there exist m(n) > n and a(n, m) in Am(„)

such that (x,t) E C/m(„)a(„m) x fx{n)(Gn), where x(n) = xmin)a(n,m)- Since both

x(n) and x belong to the open sets Umin)a(n,m) and the diameters of these sets

tend to zero, we have x(n) —► x as n -4 oo. Hence, by the continuity of f(-,t) we

also have f(x(n),t) —► f(x,t) as n —► oo. Since f(x(n),t) E Gn for each n G u, it

follows that the distance from f(x,t) to the closed set F is zero, so (x,t) E f~1(F)

as required.    D

THEOREM 6. Let f: X xT —► Y be a separately continuous map, where X and

Y are metric spaces. Then f has a a-locally finite function base (of closed sets).

Consequently, f is continuous at each point of some comeo,gre set in X xT.

PROOF. For each n € u let {Una: a E An} be a locally finite open cover of

X, consisting of nonempty sets having diameter less than 1/n. And let {VnD : b E

Bn, n E oj}, have exactly the same properties relative to the metric space Y. We

choose, arbitrarily, points xna E Una and ynb S Vnb, for each a E An and b E Bn,

nEoj. For simplicity of notation, write

Wnab = Una x fXn\(Vnb)    (where fXna = f(xna, •)),

and let us show that

-S* = {Wnab^f~1(Vmc): nEoj, aE An, b E Bn, mEuj, cE Bm, and ynb € Vmc}

is a a-locally finite function base for /. Note that, for fixed n, {Wnab'- a E An

and b E Bn} is a locally finite open cover of X x T, and that each point yn0, for

fixed b E Bn, can belong to only countably many sets in the a-locally finite family

{Vcm '■ c E Bm and m E oj}. Since / is of class 1 by Theorem 5, it follows that 5?

is a a-locally finite collection of Fa sets in X E T. Note that any function with a

a-locally finite function base of F„ sets will have a similar function base of closed

sets.

It remains to show that Jî? is a function base for /. Let (x, t) be any point in

X x T and suppose f(x,t) belongs to the open set V mY. We must find some

L E Sf satisfying (x, t) E L and L C f_1(V). Choose sequences a(n) and b(n) such

that (x,i) E Wna(n)b(n) for each nEoj. Then x E Una(n) and /(xna(n),i) E Vnb(n).

Since the diameters of Una(n) tend to zero, the points xna(n) € Una(n) must converge

to x, and so (by continuity) the sequence f(xna(n),t) converges to f(x,t). Since

also ynb(n) E Vnf,(n), and the diameters of these sets tend to zero, the sequence

ynb(n) must also converge to f(x,t). Now choose any Vmc such that f(x,t) E Vmc

and Vmc C V, and choose n sufficiently large so that ynb(n) S Vmc- It then follows

easily that L = Wna(n)b(n) H f~1(Vmc) has the above desired properties.    D

3. Remarks and related results. The referee has supplied the following

rather nice proof of Theorem 5 above: In the notation of Theorem 5, first em-

bed F in a Banach space Z. We may assume that the open covers of X by the sets

Una are locally finite, that {gna : a E An} is a corresponding partition of unity, and

that points pna E Una have been chosen for each a E A and n E oj. Now define

Fn : X x T -► Z by

Fn(x,t) = J2{gna(x)f{Pna,t): a E A„}.
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Then Fn is continuous and converges to / pointwise as n —► oo; whence / is of class

1. Note that it also follows from this that / is continuous at each point of some

comeagre set in X x T by a result of Fort [Fo, Theorem 2]. This representation of

/ as a pointwise limit of continuous functions can also be used to give an alternate

proof that / will have a a-locally finite function base using methods similar to those

in the proof of Lemma 3.2 of [H3].

We can give a general version of Theorem 1 for maps from a measurable space

to arbitrary topological spaces by utilizing the concept of a hereditarily-additive

function base introduced in [H3]. Let J' be a collection of subsets of a set T

containing the empty set and closed to finite intersections. A collection {Ma : a E

A} C J£ is said to be ^-hereditarily additive if, whenever {Na : a E A} C JH', then

UaeA Na H Ma belongs to ¿#. If X is a topological space, then /: T —► X is said

to be ^-measurable if, whenever U C X is open, then f~x(U) E J?.

THEOREM 7. Let T and JÍ be as above, and suppose f:T^>Xis JÍ -

measurable and g: T —* Y has an JK-hereditarily additive function base. Then

the complex map (f, g) : T —► X x Y is ^-measurable.

PROOF. Let 38 C ¿# be an ^-hereditarily additive function base for g. Let

W C X x Y be an open set and write W = \J{Ua x Va: a E A} for open sets

Ua C X and VacY. For each B e38 define

Mb = f'1 [{JiU*: aE A and BC o"1^)}] ,

and let us show that (/, g)~x(W) = \JBe¿g MB n B. Since 38 is ^-hereditarily

additive and Mb E JK for each B E 38, it will follow that (/, g) is ^-measurable.

Iff E (f,g)-l(yV), then we have t E f~1(Ua)ng-1(Va) for some a E A. Thus, by

the definition of a function base, for some B E 38 we must have t E B C g~1(Va);

whence t E MB C\ B.

Conversely, if t E Mb n B for some B E 38, then for some a E A we have t E

f~l(Ua) and B C g~l(Va); thus (f(t),g(t)) EUaxVa and so t E (f,g)-x(W).    D

REMARKS. The following are examples of when an .^-measurable map /: T —*

X has an ^-hereditarily additive function base, where X is a metric space and T

and -# are as before.

(1) T is an absolutely analytic metric space and .-# is either the collection of

sets of additive class a in T or the collection of Souslin-^" sets of T [HI].

(2) Same as (1) except T is any metric space and Fleissner's axiom (P) holds

[F].
(3) ./# is a a-algebra and / is extended Bochner measurable relative to J? (i.e., /

is a pointwise limit of a sequence of functions fn : T —► A such that {f~1(x): x E X}

is ^-hereditarily additive for each nEoj) [H3, Theorem 3.3].
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